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Preface

When an architect starts planning a new building, he/she doesn’t reinvent the
wheel. Instead, time-tested, proven principles and designs are passed on from
former generations and reused.

The same approach applies to software architects. Object-oriented programming
(OOP) provides many concepts you can take advantage of, such as interfaces,
abstract classes, concrete classes, properties, methods, encapsulation, inheritance,
polymorphism, abstraction, etc. For those unfamiliar with the basics of object-ori-
ented programming, Appendix A will provide you with a primer. Once you are
familiar with these concepts, the next step is to use them correctly.

When you are expected to design new software, some of the first questions you’ll
want to consider are about the structure of classes. How many classes do you
need to create? Do you need interfaces and/or abstract classes? What should be
static? Should you prefer inheritance or composition? How will you determine
the names of subclasses? Should you use casting, or should you create a distinct
variable for each object? Will your design be flexible enough for possible future
changes/expansions? Will it scale? The questions are endless, and often, there
isn’t a single correct answer.

Design patterns answer such questions by providing simple, flexible, and scalable
solutions to common software requirements.

The first comprehensively documented resource on the subject is the book Design
Patterns Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, written by the “Gang of
Four”: Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides. Although
published in 1994, many modern applications of today are still based on the con-
cepts explained in that book, which is still considered the bible of design patterns.
Although new patterns emerge every now and then, only some of them linger
long enough to become a new standard, while others fade away over time. The
patterns in Design Patterns Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, how-
ever, seem to be here to stay.
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Jazz Standards

Design patterns are the “jazz standards” of software development. You wouldn’t force
yourself to play exactly what’s written in the book, but the patterns give you the main
logic and base vocabulary to become a world-class musician.

If you want to advance from a developer role towards an architectural role, it is
crucial to know the standard patterns, their advantages/disadvantages, and when
to use/avoid them. When you read a certain software specification document,
you should be able to pinpoint the patterns (emphasis on the plural) that corre-
spond to the requirements. After you design the system in Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML), who does the ABAP coding doesn’t matter at all—as long as the
developers have the required technical skills.

Becoming an architect will not happen overnight. However, the journey matters
at least as much as the destination. On each step on the road, your technical skills
will improve, your applications will have better designs, and you will feel more
empowered than before.

Become an Architect!

Knowledge of design patterns is one of the key elements of becoming a software archi-
tect and is one of the major differences between a developer and an architect.

Be careful though—if you imagine design patterns like a golden hammer, you
might start to see everything as a nail. In some cases, a pattern may have a precise
correspondence with your current requirement. In that case, there is nothing
wrong with going forward and using the design pattern as it is. In other cases, a
combination of design patterns will be what’s needed—in that case, there is noth-
ing wrong with using a combination of patterns. Just be careful not to overcom-
plicate things.

However, there are also cases where no pattern or combination can provide a fea-
sible model—you may have performance/security concerns, or the structure of
the application can simply be unique. In such cases, we generally advise not
bending your application to the patterns—instead, bend the patterns to your
application. You can take some known patterns as a basis and morph them into an
ad-hoc UML design. If you have enough experience with design patterns that
they’ve become second nature, you can even come up with an entirely new
design pattern—that’s how Facebook’s flux design pattern was born.

Design Pattern Categories
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Requirement Is King

Don’t bend your requirements to match design patterns. Instead, bend the patterns to
match your requirements.

Design Pattern Categories

The traditional hierarchy of design patterns contains three widely accepted cate-
gories (creational, structural, and behavioral), which we will use here with the
minor additional fourth category: architectural. In short, each has the following
characteristics:

� Architectural design patterns are all about the overall framework of the appli-
cation. If you are designing an application from scratch and looking for a skel-
etal structure to build the components on, you are in the territory of this cate-
gory. MVC (model–view–controller) is the only architectural design pattern
covered in this book, in Chapter 1.

� Creational design patterns are all about creation of object instances. Simply
executing a CREATE OBJECT or NEW command can’t cover everything, and the
patterns in this category deal exactly with that limitation. Abstract factory,
builder, factory, lazy initialization, multiton, prototype, and singleton are the
creational design patterns covered in this book (Chapter 2 through Chapter 8).

� Structural design patterns are all about the relationships between objects. If
you are looking for a simple, effective, and flexible way to make your objects
interact and work together without making them completely interdependent,
you are likely to find a pattern here. Adapter, bridge, composite, data access
object, decorator, façade, flyweight, property container, and proxy are the
structural design patterns covered in this book (Chapter 9 through Chapter 17).

� Behavioral design patterns are all about the communication between objects. If
you need to share information between your objects without making them
completely interdependent, you are likely to find a pattern here. Chain of
responsibility, command, mediator, memento, observer, servant, state, strat-
egy, template method, and visitor are the behavioral design patterns covered in
this book (Chapter 18 through Chapter 27).

If you are already familiar with design patterns, you may notice that we have
included some nontraditional patterns and excluded a few traditional ones. The rea-
son is that this book is focused design patterns in ABAP, not language-independent
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design pattern theory. Some traditional patterns, such as iterator, have a corre-
spondence in ABAP that is directly built within the language itself. In that case,
using a design pattern is probably redundant. On the other hand, some nontradi-
tional patterns, such as data access object and lazy initialization, are extremely
useful in many cases. Therefore, mixing them with traditional patterns should
cause no harm.

How to Learn

In this book, design patterns are classified into categories and sorted in alphabet-
ical order. However, the book is written so that you don’t have to read and learn
the patterns in that order. The learning process of design patterns depends on
your approach. In other words, you may use this book in multiple ways. In the
following sections, we will look at four of the most common ways you might
choose to use this book.

Pattern-Based Learning

If you have no experience of design patterns and want to learn them all, it makes
sense to start from basic patterns and move to more advanced patterns. In this
slow learning process, you would study each design pattern thoroughly and apply
it to your next development project the following day. Some patterns are built on
top of others, while some patterns make good pairs. These dependencies are
more important than the pattern categories; therefore, we recommend you learn
and apply them in the following order, which will provide you with a decent cur-
riculum:

� MVC (the most fundamental pattern of them all): Chapter 1

� Factory (prerequisite for all creational design patterns): Chapter 4

� Builder: Chapter 3

� Singleton (references factory; prerequisite for multiton): Chapter 8

� Multiton (references singleton): Chapter 6

� Flyweight (references factory and multiton): Chapter 15

� Lazy initialization (references singleton and multiton): Chapter 5

� Prototype: Chapter 7

How to Learn
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� Abstract factory (references factory, builder, singleton): Chapter 2

� Template method: Chapter 26

� Strategy (references template method and flyweight): Chapter 25

� Data access object (references strategy): Chapter 12

� State (references template method, strategy, singleton, flyweight): Chapter 24

� Adapter: Chapter 9

� Proxy (references adapter, lazy initialization, state): Chapter 17

� Façade (references singleton, proxy, adapter): Chapter 14

� Composite (references flyweight): Chapter 11

� Property container (good background for decorator, builder, bridge, chain of
responsibility, mediator, observer, strategy): Chapter 16

� Mediator (references singleton): Chapter 20

� Decorator (references template method, property container, mediator): Chap-
ter 13

� Observer (references template method, property container, mediator, single-
ton): Chapter 22

� Chain of responsibility (references singleton, composite, strategy, property
container): Chapter 18

� Visitor (good background for servant): Chapter 27

� Servant (references template method, visitor): Chapter 23

� Memento (good background for command): Chapter 21

� Command (references memento, template method): Chapter 19

� Bridge: Chapter 10

Category-Based Learning

If you have experience in design patterns already and want to improve your
knowledge in a certain category, you can pick a category and study the patterns in
an order that makes sense. Following the dependencies mentioned in the previ-
ous section, we recommend the following order for each category.

� Architectural design patterns:

� MVC (the one and only!): Chapter 1
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� Creational design patterns:

� Factory (prerequisite for all creational design patterns): Chapter 4

� Builder: Chapter 3

� Singleton (references factory; prerequisite for multiton): Chapter 8

� Multiton (references singleton): Chapter 6

� Lazy initialization (references singleton and multiton): Chapter 5

� Prototype: Chapter 7

� Abstract factory (references factory, builder, singleton): Chapter 2

� Structural design patterns:

� Adapter: Chapter 9

� Proxy (references adapter, lazy initialization, state): Chapter 17

� Façade (references singleton, proxy, adapter): Chapter 14

� Flyweight (references factory and multiton): Chapter 15

� Composite (references flyweight): Chapter 11

� Property container (good background for decorator, builder, bridge, chain of
responsibility, mediator, observer, strategy): Chapter 16

� Decorator (references template method, property container, mediator):
Chapter 13

� Bridge: Chapter 10

� Behavioral design patterns:

� Template method: Chapter 26

� Strategy (references template method and flyweight): Chapter 25

� Data access object (DAO; references strategy): Chapter 12

� Chain of responsibility (references singleton, composite, strategy, property
container): Chapter 18

� State (references template method, strategy, singleton, flyweight): Chapter 24

� Mediator (references singleton): Chapter 20

� Observer (references template method, property container, mediator, sin-
gleton): Chapter 22

� Memento (good background for command): Chapter 21

How to Learn
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� Command (references memento, template method): Chapter 19

� Visitor (good background servant): Chapter 27

� Servant (references template method, visitor): Chapter 23

Quick and Dirty Learning

If you lack time, you might want to learn the most significant patterns first. It is
true that some patterns are used frequently in ABAP while others are needed only
occasionally. If you feel like going quick and dirty, here are the patterns that are
generally used more often than others:

� MVC, used all the time: Chapter 1

� Factory and builder to create new objects in a centralized point: Chapter 4

� Singleton and multiton to prevent creation of multiple instances of the same
object: Chapter 8 and Chapter 6, respectively

� Lazy initialization for overall performance improvement: Chapter 5

� Template method to prevent algorithm duplication among similar classes: 
Chapter 26

� Strategy to make algorithms interchangeable: Chapter 25

� Façade to make the life of other developers easier: Chapter 14

� Decorator to modify an object or dataset by multiple classes: Chapter 13

� Observer to make objects communicate without making them interdependent:
Chapter 22

� Visitor to extend the functionality of classes without modifying legacy code: 
Chapter 27

This list doesn’t mean that other patterns are less important. In fact, every pattern
has its place. A pattern that may seem insignificant to you today may be a life-
saver tomorrow when you encounter the corresponding requirement. This list is
just a suggestion to get you started.

Ad-Hoc Learning

You may be in a situation where you have experience with design patterns
already and want to use this book as reference material. You may want to quickly
remember the UML structure of a pattern, use the book as a reference for your
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thesis, or simply learn the few remaining patterns you don’t have too much expe-
rience with. To help with ad-hoc learning, all patterns are grouped under their
corresponding category and sorted alphabetically. Pinpointing a pattern should
be no trouble.

Sharpening Your Skills

Once you have a few design patterns under your belt, consider taking a look at Appen-
dix C, Section C.3 regarding anti-patterns (the bad practices of the OOP world). You can
also check out the anti-patterns in the index to see them in practice.

 PART I

Architectural Design Patterns
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Chapter 1 

In this chapter, we’ll get to know one of the most fundamental design pat-
terns of the entire software industry: MVC. Countless commercial applica-
tions are built with MVC, and there is no reason why your ABAP applica-
tion shouldn’t take advantage of this time-proven pattern. If you are 
building a GUI-based application, MVC can isolate the application logic.

1 MVC

The model–view–controller design pattern, or MVC design pattern, focuses on iso-
lating the application logic from the GUI-related code. Generally, MVC is one of
the most fundamental design patterns in the entire range. MVC is so common
that some development tools even have MVC project types. If you were to learn
a single design pattern and use it for the rest of your life, it would be MVC.
During training sessions, MVC also happens to be one of the first design patterns
demonstrated.

Traditional MVC suggests an approach where you divide your application into
three pieces:

� Model (“M”)
Class(es) that contain your application logic. A model class shouldn’t contain
any code related to GUI operations. In the ABAP world, the model class would
correspond to your backend classes in Transaction SE24.

� View (“V”)
Class(es) that contain your GUI-related stuff. Textboxes, combo boxes, forms,
etc. are all in this category. In the ABAP world, the view may correspond to
your SAP List Viewer (ALV) grid, Web Dynpro ABAP components, etc. In a typ-
ical project, we reuse elements provided by SAP and don’t code views from the
scratch.

� Controller (“C”)
The client application that binds the model and view together. In the ABAP
world, the controller would correspond to your executable application in
Transaction SE38.
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Let’s move forward and see MVC in action, beginning with a case study before
moving on to other patterns. Whatever additional pattern you might use, MVC
will probably be the most fundamental pattern of any GUI application.

1.1 Case Study: Read, Process, Display, and Post

Our case study will be one of the most common ABAP requirements ever—a typ-
ical CRUD-like application (create, read, update, delete). Our program needs to
get data from somewhere, do some calculations, display the result with ALV, and
post something to the database when the user clicks a button. We all have likely
written such an application a thousand times.

To make it more concrete, we’re going to use an example where we need to do
the following:

1. Read: Read customer orders from tables VBAK and VBAP.

2. Process: Eliminate orders of blocked customers.

3. Display: Show results using ALV.

4. Post: Create delivery documents for selected items.

Using classic ABAP, we could develop a program in Transaction SE38, which
would roughly look like the code in Listing 1.1.

REPORT zrep.

“ Some data definitions
“ Some selection-screen parameters

START-OF-SELECTION.
PERFORM read_orders.
PERFORM eliminate_blocked.
PERFORM display_alv.

END-OF-SELECTION.

FORM read_orders.
“ Some code to read VBAK, VBAP, etc

ENDFORM.

FORM eliminate_blocked.
“ Some code to read KN* tables and remove entries from the ITAB

ENDFORM.

Case Study: Read, Process, Display, and Post 1.1
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FORM display_alv.
“ Some code to call REUSE_ALV_GRID_DISPLAY

ENDFORM.

FORM user_command USING rucomm rs_selfield.
CHECK rucomm EQ c_ucomm_save.
PERFORM create_dlv.

ENDFORM.

FORM create_dlv.
“ Some code to loop through the ITAB & create deliveries

ENDFORM.

“ Some further forms

Listing 1.1  Simple Application in Transaction SE38

So far, so good. We have created a typical program structure encountered fre-
quently among thousands of SAP clients. However, this typical structure has a
major flaw: Code for database operations is mixed with code for managing the
GUI. The database logic is locked inside Transaction SE38 and is not reusable.

To see how this can cause problems, imagine that a new requirement has
emerged that says that we need to include an RFC function (remote function call).
The RFC is supposed to get order numbers from an external system, eliminate
blocked clients, and create deliveries for whatever remains. Basically, we want
the same application logic in the form of an RFC function.

To take this example a step further, an additional requirement could be to write
a new GUI using Web Dynpro ABAP targeting web users without SAP GUI.

What can be done in classical ABAP is very limited and blunt, as you can see with
the following options:

� You could simply copy and paste the code from Transaction SE38 to Transac-
tion SE37. However, this is not the best idea. Why? If, for instance, you need
to modify the blocked customer elimination logic or add a new field to the
BAPI, you would need to modify multiple spots.

� You could take advantage of include files so forms are available everywhere.
Not an elegant solution, because the data shared between forms would need to
be defined in Transaction SE37/SE38 multiple times. If you need to add a new
field to the internal table, you need to modify multiple spots.
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� You could create a huge function group and turn forms into functions. This
option is better than the others, but you wouldn’t be taking advantage of
object-oriented features, such as polymorphism, inheritance, and encapsula-
tion. See Appendix C for more information on these advantages.

Instead, we can turn our gaze to the design patterns and see what MVC can do for
us. As we saw at the start of chapter, MVC tells us to split the application into
three components: the model, the view, and the controller.

In our example, however, we have multiple controllers. Aside from the ALV
application, the Web Dynpro ABAP application is also a controller. The RFC func-
tion can roughly be seen as a controller as well (although there is no GUI). To
begin to work through this, let’s see what the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
diagram of our MVC design would look like. We will start with the simple ALV
application first, which is outlined in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1  MVC Overview

As you see, we have moved the entire application logic into CL_MODEL. Before
jumping to the advantages of MVC over the classic procedural approach, let’s see
what the code would look like (Listing 1.2).

CLASS zcl_model DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.

METHODS read_orders
IMPORTING

!it_vbeln_rng TYPE ztt_vbeln_rng OPTIONAL.

METHODS eliminate_blocked.

METHODS get_order_list
RETURNING

VALUE(rt_list) TYPE ztt_order.

CL_MODEL

REUSE_ALV_GRID_DISPLAY

+ read_orders( )
+ eliminate_blocked( )
+ get_order_list( )
+ create_dlv( )

P_SE38

Case Study: Read, Process, Display, and Post 1.1
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METHODS create_dlv
RETURNING

VALUE(rt_bapiret2) TYPE bapiret2_tab.

PRIVATE SECTION.
DATA gt_order TYPE ztt_order.
“ Some data definitions
“ Some private methods

PROTECTED SECTION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_model IMPLEMENTATION.

METHOD read_orders.
“ Some code to read VBAK, VBAP, etc and fill GT_ORDER

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD eliminate_blocked.
“ Some code to read KN* tables & remove entries from GT_ORDER

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD get_order_list.
rt_list[] = gt_order[].

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD create_dlv.
“ Some code to loop through GT_ORDER & create deliveries

ENDMETHOD.

“ Some further methods

ENDCLASS.

Listing 1.2  Model Class

As you see, we have ripped the runtime logic out of the report and placed it into
CL_MODEL. As a result, the report will be simplified dramatically, as demonstrated
in Listing 1.3.

REPORT zrep.

DATA:
go_model TYPE REF TO zcl_model,
gt_order TYPE ztt_order.

“ Some data definitions
“ Some selection-screen parameters

START-OF-SELECTION.
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go_model = NEW #( ).
go_model->read_orders( ).
go_model->eliminate_blocked( ).
gt_order = go_model->get_order_list( ).
PERFORM display_alv.

END-OF-SELECTION.

FORM display_alv.
“ Some code to call REUSE_ALV_GRID_DISPLAY

ENDFORM.

FORM user_command USING rucomm rs_selfield.
CHECK rucomm EQ c_ucomm_save.
go_model->create_dlv( ).

ENDFORM.

Listing 1.3  Controller Application

A neat and simple approach, all that ZREP ever needs to do is to be a “messenger”
(controller) between CL_MODEL (model) and ALV (view).

Now, if we want to extend the functionality and bring the other requirements of
Web Dynpro ABAP and an RFC into the game, the true value of MVC will be
much more evident. Let’s take a look at the UML diagram in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2  Extended MVC Functionality

As you see, the Web Dynpro ABAP application would be as simple as the ALV
application. Instead of copying and pasting code between two applications, or
dealing with dreaded include files/function modules, we simply and elegantly
reuse the runtime logic contained in CL_MODEL. Although it has no GUI, the same
applies to F_RFC as well.

If, in the future, we make an improvement in CL_MODEL, it will automatically
improve all three applications. For instance, if we need to check an additional
table to detect blocked customers, the only place we need to touch is CL_
MODEL~ELIMINATE_BLOCKED. The change will automatically reflect in all three
applications.

CL_MODEL REUSE_ALV_GRID_DISPLAY

P_DYNPRO

F_RFC

P_ALV

+ read_orders( )
+ eliminate_blocked( )
+ get_order_list( )
+ create_dlv( )

WEB DYNPRO

EXTERNAL APP

Passing Select Options 1.2
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MVC as “the” Standard

MVC is arguably the industry standard for GUI-related programming today. In order to
maintain the MVC approach, even your simplest GUI-related application should have a
model class in Transaction SE24 (which knows nothing about the GUI) and a program in
Transaction SE38 (which knows nothing about the business logic).

The code of a classic ABAP program with more than 5,000 lines usually looks confusing.
Despite the best efforts of good programmers to split forms into distinct include files,
the code related to GUI operations is often mixed in with the code related to the appli-
cation logic. New programmers (or the original programmer after five years) may find
the program hard to understand.

The same program in MVC has a different story though. The program in Transaction
SE38 contains GUI-related code only. The class in Transaction SE24 contains the busi-
ness logic only. Nothing is mixed, which is cleaner and easier to understand. If another
programmer wants to modify a GUI-related functionality, he/she will work in Transac-
tion SE38 only and won’t need to worry about messing up the business logic. Another
programmer who needs to modify the business logic will work in Transaction SE24 only
and will have an easier time understanding the logic.

1.2 Passing Select Options

If you need to transfer select options from your program to the class, a good way
to do this is to pass them as parameters to the constructor of the model class.
Inside the class, you would store them in global variables. Instead of passing
select options as distinct variables, you could define a nested type containing all
the parameters and pass one single value to the constructor. This approach makes
the method signature look nice and clean. See Listing 1.4 for an example.

CLASS zcl_model DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.

TYPES:
BEGIN OF t_param,

s_bukrs TYPE RANGE OF bkpf-bukrs,
s_belnr TYPE RANGE OF bkpf-belnr,
s_gjahr TYPE RANGE OF bkpf-gjahr,

END OF t_param.

METHODS read_docs
IMPORTING

!is_param TYPE t_param.
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PRIVATE SECTION.
PROTECTED SECTION.

ENDCLASS.

Listing 1.4  Passing Select Options at Once

In this sample code, we have consolidated all select options into T_PARAM instead
of passing them one by one. Imagine having thirty select options, and all the clut-
ter it would create on READ_DOCS. With our approach, the signature is kept clean—
no matter how many select options are passed.

1.3 Distributing Application Logic

A simple model class may only contain a handful of methods. However, if the
application logic is comprehensive, don’t feel the pressure to contain everything
within one single model class. Doing so may lead you to the blob anti-pattern
(more information on the blob anti-pattern can be found in Appendix C) where a
central object contains the lion’s share of responsibilities.

You should distribute distinct components of your application logic into loosely
coupled classes and contain them inside a central model class (composition).

Distribution of Responsibilities

A bloated central class to take care of everything under the sun is not advisable. Instead,
consider splitting the responsibilities into distinct classes. Each class should be respon-
sible of one task alone.

You can even take advantage of other design patterns and make use of them
within the model class! For instance, you can announce significant events using
the observer design pattern (Chapter 22) and make other classes take action as
needed. That way, your actions will be extendible: Just add a new observer class
and that’s it—you wouldn’t even touch the central model class. Many other pat-
terns can be used by the model class as well.

1.4 Related Patterns

You may have heard that Facebook has invented a new design pattern, which it
favors over MVC: Flux. The flux design pattern has a simple and manageable

Summary 1.5
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structure for cases where you have a complex GUI with independent dynamic ele-
ments, such as a Facebook page. If this sounds interesting to you, there is no rea-
son why you shouldn’t get online and check some examples of flux.

Further Resources

If you want to go deeper and understand how flux works, Facebook has a great over-
view on GitHub: https://facebook.github.io/flux/docs/overview.html. This page also con-
tains guides, references, and other resources and can be considered the official technical
homepage of flux.

Don’t worry, though, MVC has been tested and proven against time, and count-
less significant commercial applications are using MVC successfully. Therefore,
there’s no reason not to use MVC in your ABAP applications if you choose so. It
is unlikely for a typical ABAP application to get so complicated that flux becomes
a necessity (though you might prefer to do so). As always, use what is appropriate
for the requirement in question.

1.5 Summary

MVC is the most fundamental design pattern and should generally be the base
pattern for any GUI application. It works by separating the model class, the con-
troller application, and the view completely so that each can operate inde-
pendently. This separation ensures that each ABAP element is reusable for differ-
ent purposes.

In SAP, we generally don’t program views from the scratch. Instead, we use views
provided by SAP. Some examples are ALV grid, table control, Web Dynpro ABAP
breadcrumbs, and SAP Fiori views.

MVC doesn’t force you to pack everything into the model class; you can (and
should) distribute the application logic to multiple classes if the logic is too
advanced. Remember that each class should be responsible of one task alone.

Although newer architectural patterns, such as flux, emerge over time, MVC can
still be considered the industry standard at this time.



 PART II
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Chapter 2 

The factory design pattern, discussed in detail in Chapter 4, centralizes 
the steps to create an instance of a class. However, there are cases where 
those steps vary. A typical situation is a multiplatform application where 
the steps to be taken depend on the underlying OS. For such cases, the fac-
tory can be made abstract, so that a distinct factory implementation can 
be coded for each supported OS.

2 Abstract Factory

One of the biggest reasons to use design patterns is to increase the level of
abstraction, which, in return, gives us more flexibility and reusability.

When creating an object, the most concrete way is to have a concrete constructor
and to create an object via the command CREATE OBJECT (or NEW, if you are using
ABAP 7.4). Adding one level of abstraction to this command might lead us to the
factory (Chapter 4) or builder (Chapter 3) design patterns. In essence, after adding
a level of abstraction, we would have a factory method that runs a complex code
and returns a new object instance. Instead of using the command CREATE OBJECT
GO_OBJ, we get a new instance via a method (e.g. GO_OBJ = CL_OBJ=>GET_

INSTANCE( )). We would highly recommended understanding the factory and
builder patterns before using this chapter.

In some cases, however, we need a second degree of abstraction. The typical case
would be the situation where the code is going to be executed on multiple oper-
ating systems. Under the hood, an object targeting Windows might need to
behave much differently than an object targeting Unix, despite the fact that they
would share the same interface. For such cases, the abstract factory design pattern
is an invaluable tool.

Note

Having multiple operating systems is a rare situation for many typical SAP clients. Com-
panies usually pick one server operating system and build everything on top of it, so ABAP
programmers rarely need to worry about the underlying server OS, if ever. However, to
demonstrate the design pattern in question, this situation presents the perfect case study.
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2.1 Case Study: Log Analysis

Imagine a huge company running SAP. The company is so large that it runs fifteen
distinct, live SAP systems with various purposes. Some of those systems are Win-
dows installations, and some of them are Unix. Our goal will be to develop an
ABAP program that will build a log file (about whatever you might imagine),
download the log file to the application server, and execute a program/script that
resides on the server.

Basically, we need two interfaces: a writer (to download the file) and an executer
(to execute the program), which are outlined in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1  Interfaces Needed

Listing 2.1 demonstrates what the writer interface might look like.

INTERFACE zif_writer
PUBLIC .

METHODS write_file
IMPORTING

!iv_path TYPE clike.

ENDINTERFACE.

Listing 2.1  Writer Interface

Listing 2.2 provides a simple portrait of the executer interface.

INTERFACE zif_executer
PUBLIC .

METHODS execute_app.

ENDINTERFACE.

Listing 2.2  Executer Interface

So far, so good. Now, the architecture of our sample application seems to be more
advanced than before. Depending on the OS, we need to use an IF_WRITER imple-
mentation and an IF_EXECUTER implementation to write the log file to the disk

IF_WRITER

+ write_file( )

IF_EXECUTER

+ execute_app( )
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and execute the subsequent steps. The problem is that the download and execu-
tion processes differ between operating systems. If the server runs on Windows,
we need the following to happen:

� write_file

Validate folder, write file

� execute_app

Start run.exe

If the server runs on Unix, we need the following to happen:

� write_file

Write file, run CHMOD (the command line UNIX command to change file per-
missions) to arrange permissions

� execute_app

Start run.sh in administrator mode

Therefore, we need a pair of distinct, concrete classes for each OS, which is
demonstrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2  Classes Needed

Let’s take a look at the classes, starting with the Windows writer demonstrated in
Listing 2.3.

CLASS zcl_win_writer DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_writer.
METHODS windows_specific_stuff.

PRIVATE SECTION.
“ Some helpful private definitions & methods

PROTECTED SECTION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_win_writer IMPLEMENTATION.

IF_WRITER

CL_WIN_WRITER CL_UNIX_WRITER

+ write_file( )

IF_EXECUTER
+ execute_app( )

CL_WIN_EXE CL_UNIX_EXE
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METHOD windows_specific_stuff.
“ Here is some stuff regarding Windows OS

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD zif_writer~write_file.
“ Some code to validate folder
“ Some code to open dataset, write file, close dataset

ENDMETHOD.

“ Some further methods

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.3  Windows Writer Class

Note that we have an additional method called WINDOWS_SPECIFIC_STUFF. This
method is left to your imagination, with the assumption that preparing the
instance might require some additional (and possibly conditional) method calls.

Listing 2.4 contains the writer class for Unix.

CLASS zcl_unix_writer DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_writer.
METHODS unix_specific_stuff.
METHODS unix_specific_further_stuff.

PRIVATE SECTION.
“ Some helpful private definitions & methods

PROTECTED SECTION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_unix_writer IMPLEMENTATION.
METHOD unix_specific_stuff.
“ Here is some stuff regarding Unix

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD unix_specific_further_stuff.
“ Here is some further stuff regarding Unix

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD zif_writer~write_file.
“ Some code to open dataset, write file, close dataset
“ Some code to do CHMOD stuff

ENDMETHOD.

“ Some further methods

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.4  Unix Writer Class
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This class has not one but two additional methods for initialization purposes.

Moving forward, let’s take a look at our executer implementations. Up first, let’s
look at the executer for Windows in Listing 2.5.

CLASS zcl_win_exe DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_executer.

PRIVATE SECTION.
“ Some helpful private definitions & methods

PROTECTED SECTION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_win_exe IMPLEMENTATION.

METHOD zif_executer~execute_app.
“ Some code to execute run.exe

ENDMETHOD.

“ Some further methods

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.5  Windows Executer Class

This class is not particularly complicated, but the Unix implementation in List-
ing 2.6 has a bit more to it.

CLASS zcl_unix_exe DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_executer.
METHODS enter_admin_mode.

PRIVATE SECTION.
“ Some helpful private definitions & methods

PROTECTED SECTION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_unix_exe IMPLEMENTATION.

METHOD zif_executer~execute_app.
“ Some code to execute run.sh

ENDMETHOD.

“ Some further methods

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.6  Unix Executer Class
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At this point, we have written a handful of concrete classes. Listing 2.3 and List-
ing 2.5 belong to the Windows domain, while Listing 2.4 and Listing 2.6 belong
to Unix. We must now build the factory classes that will produce objects targeting
the appropriate OS, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3  Factory Classes per Operating System

As seen in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram in Figure 2.3, we are
abstracting the factory in the form of an interface. For each OS, we will have a dis-
tinct factory class. Easier coded than explained, let’s jump into the example. List-
ing 2.7 demonstrates what the interface could look like.

INTERFACE zif_factory
PUBLIC .

METHODS get_writer RETURNING VALUE(ro_wri) TYPE REF TO zif_writer.
METHODS get_executer RETURNING VALUE(ro_exe) TYPE REF TO zif_executer.

ENDINTERFACE.

Listing 2.7  Factory Interface

The Windows factory class is demonstrated in Listing 2.8.

CLASS zcl_win_factory DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_factory.

PRIVATE SECTION.
PROTECTED SECTION.

ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_win_factory IMPLEMENTATION.

METHOD zif_factory~get_writer.
DATA(lo_win_writer) = NEW zcl_win_writer( ).
lo_win_writer->windows_specific_stuff( ).
ro_wri ?= lo_win_writer.

ENDMETHOD.

IF_FACTORY

+ get_writer( )
+ get_executer( )

CL_WIN_FACTORY

CL_UNIX_FACTORY
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METHOD zif_factory~get_executer.
DATA(lo_win_executer) = NEW zcl_win_exe( ).
ro_exe ?= lo_win_executer.

ENDMETHOD.

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.8  Windows Factory Class

Taking a closer look at each method, we see that, in GET_WRITER, we start by cre-
ating a new concrete CL_WIN_WRITER object—a writer targeting Windows. Then,
we include some extra initialization code by calling WINDOWS_SPECIFIC_STUFF.
Finally, we cast CL_WIN_WRITER to IF_WRITER and return the object.

One clear advantage is that the client program doesn’t need to know anything
about WINDOWS_SPECIFIC_STUFF. All it cares about is getting a writer targeting the
current OS without having to mess around with boring details. Our code achieves
this by having OS-specific stuff managed outside the common ground.

In IF_FACTORY~GET_EXECUTER, we perform many of the same steps. However, be-
cause we don’t have any Windows-specific operations in the CL_WIN_EXE class, we
can simply create and cast the object.

The Unix factory doesn’t contain any surprises; it is quite similar to the Windows
factory, as can be seen in Listing 2.9.

CLASS zcl_unix_factory DEFINITION
PUBLIC FINAL CREATE PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.
INTERFACES zif_factory.

PRIVATE SECTION.
PROTECTED SECTION.

ENDCLASS.

CLASS zcl_unix_factory IMPLEMENTATION.

METHOD zif_factory~get_writer.
DATA(lo_unix_writer) = NEW zcl_unix_writer( ).
lo_unix_writer->unix_specific_stuff( ).
lo_unix_writer->unix_specific_further_stuff( ).
ro_wri ?= lo_unix_writer.

ENDMETHOD.

METHOD zif_factory~get_executer.
DATA(lo_unix_executer) = NEW zcl_unix_exe( ).
lo_unix_executer->enter_admin_mode( ).
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ro_exe ?= lo_unix_executer.
ENDMETHOD.

ENDCLASS.

Listing 2.9  Unix Factory Class

Finally, we will bring everything together by creating a sample client program
that takes advantage of the abstract factory design pattern, as seen in Listing 2.10.

REPORT zclient.

PARAMETERS:
p_os TYPE zbcd_os,
p_path TYPE char30.

PERFORM main.

FORM main.
DATA lo_factory TYPE REF TO zif_factory.

* Create factory object
CASE p_os.
WHEN ‘WINDOWS’.

DATA(lo_win_fact) = NEW zcl_win_factory( ).
lo_factory ?= lo_win_fact.

WHEN ‘UNIX’.
DATA(lo_unix_fact) = NEW zcl_unix_factory( ).
lo_factory ?= lo_unix_fact.

ENDCASE.

* From this point on, we don’t care about the underlying OS.
* Get writer & executer from factory

DATA(lo_writer) = lo_factory->get_writer( ).
DATA(lo_executer) = lo_factory->get_executer( ).

* Write and execute
lo_writer->write_file( p_path ).
lo_executer->execute_app( ).

ENDFORM.

Listing 2.10  Client Program

The program is not perfect: the creation of the factory object (LO_FACTORY) has been
coded into the program. In practice, you would do this in a distinct class, possibly
in the form of a static method. For our purposes, we avoided complicating things
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any more than necessary. However, it is important to keep in mind that LO_FAC-
TORY should probably be created in another class—so we don’t have to repeat the
CASE/WHEN statements in each and every client program when using similar code
in the real world.

Note

The names of subclasses (ZCL_WIN_FACTORY, ZCL_UNIX_FACTORY) are hardcoded in this
example. See Appendix B, which covers subclass determination, for alternative
approaches.

Objects returned by the factory method should probably be marked as CREATE
PRIVATE. Otherwise, client programs can create objects directly, bypassing the
valuable logic in the factory method. By marking the objects with CREATE PRIVATE,
we ensure that the factory method is called to create an object instance.

2.2 Related Patterns

A strong, hands-on understanding of the factory and builder design patterns is
highly recommended before attempting to use the abstract factory. When choos-
ing which design pattern to use, if you feel like abstract factory will add an obso-
lete creational layer, you can keep things simple and get away by using factory or
builder.

You should also note that an application usually needs only one concrete factory
object during runtime. Therefore, implementing factory objects using singleton
design pattern (Chapter 8) is a good idea.

2.3 Summary

Although the factory design pattern is sufficient for most cases, you might need
an additional level of abstraction for cases where the factory needs to behave dif-
ferently in various situations. That’s where the abstract factory shines. Applica-
tions targeting different operating systems are typical examples.
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